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Outlook and Strategy
Crude oil Strategy
Sell MCX Crude oil January Futures around | 6190-6200 for target of | 5800 with Stop loss of | 6420

Rationale: MCX crude oil prices are expected to trade with a negative bias amid concerns over surging Covid-19 cases in top crude oil
importer China, which may dent fuel demand. Further, markets fear that massive flow of travellers after China opened its borders may
cause another spike in infections and hurt economic activity. It is likely to break the key support level of 6000 to continue trading in a
downward trend towards the level of 5800.

Sell US$INR January Futures around 82.50-82.55 for target of 81.80 with Stop loss of 83.00
Rationale: We expect the rupee to appreciate further till 81.80 amid weakness in dollar and rise in risk appetite in global markets. Market
sentiments improved as fresh data from the US showed signs of the economy slowing down, reinforcing expectations that the Fed could
be nearing a pause in rate hiking cycle. Further, softening of crude oil prices may support the rupee. Moreover, markets are expected to
remain cautious ahead of inflation data from the US and India that could influence monetary policy.

Strategy Follow-up
Curreny/Commodity Pair

Contract

Action

Price

Target

Stoploss

Comment

Copper

Jan

Buy

713-714

735

702

Exit in Profit

US$INR

Jan

Sell

82.80-82.85

82.20

83.20

Exit in Profit

Note: The given recommendation in this report is for week and should not be linked with view & recommendations given in Intraday and Daily, Monthly and Positional currency Derivatives
report, as they may have different view
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US$INR Strategy

Bullion: Gold prices likely to rise further till ₹ 56,400 level
• Gold prices edged higher in the last week as the US 10-year treasury
yield slipped below the 3.6% mark amid prospects that the Federal
Reserve will gradually move away from its aggressive stance as the
US could slip into a recession later this year

Gold vs. Dollar Index

• Further, the dollar gave up most of its strength after easing of wage
growth and contraction in the service sector
• ISM Services PMI dropped to 49.6 in December 2022 from 56.5 in
November 2022, first time since May 2020
• Additionally, two US Fed officials signalled smaller rate hike at the
next policy meeting

MCX gold prices are likely to trade with a positive bias and move
towards | 56,400 in coming trading sessions on the back of weakness
in dollar and decline in US treasury yields. Yields have started coming
down due to weakening economic data suggesting a slowing down
economy, reinforcing expectations that the Fed could be nearing a
pause in its rate hiking cycle. Also, investors will remain cautious
ahead of inflation data that could influence Fed policy. A report may
show inflation eased in December 2022.

Silver Outlook
MCX Silver price remained volatile and dropped by almost 0.40% last
week. However, in this week it is likely take cues from gold prices and
trade in upward trend towards the level of 70,700.

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, ICICI Direct Research

Pivot Levels
Commodity
GOLD

Expiry
Feb-23

LTP
55743

S2
54628

S1
55185

Pivot
55598

R1
56155

R2
56568

SILVER

Mar-23

69155

66078

67617

69368

70907

72658

CRUDE OIL

Jan-23

6149

5568

5859

6309

6600

7050

NATURAL GAS

Jan-23

317.3

251.4

284.4

330.5

363.5

409.6

COPPER

Jan-23

733.8

695.3

714.5

724.5

743.7

753.7

NICKEL

Jan-23

2450.0

2345.3

ZINC

Jan-23

271.1

263.1

267.1

269.6

273.6

276.0

LEAD

Jan-23

188.4

186.1

187.2

188.8

189.9

191.5

ALUMINIUM

Jan-23

204.8

196.7

200.8

205.5

209.5

214.2

2397.7 2502.3

2554.7 2659.3
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Gold Outlook

Base metals: Copper likely to continue uptrend till ₹ 755
• Copper prices advanced last week on hopes that demand will pick up
in China with new efforts to boost its troubled property sector

Copper vs. Dollar Index

• China's southern manufacturing hub of Guangzhou plans 1,722
projects in 2023 worth more than 6.5 trillion yuan ($945 billion),
supported prices
• Further, copper prices were supported by decline in copper output in
Chile. The world's largest producer of the metal, fell 6.9% to 449,000
tonnes in November
• Meanwhile, disappointing manufacturing PMI data from China and US
weighed on prices

Copper prices are expected to trade with a positive bias on weakness in
the dollar and optimistic global market sentiments. Market sentiments
improved as slowdown in wage growth, a cheerful sign for Fed’s battle
vs. inflation that could ease pressure for further rate hike. Additionally,
China's efforts to bolster its economy will improve demand for metals.
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Copper Outlook
MCX Base Metals

MCX Copper is likely to continue its upwards trend towards the level of
| 755 in the coming trading sessions.

Aluminium Outlook
MCX Aluminium prices tumbled almost 1.80% last week. It is expected to
trade below the level of 20 DMA at 209, to continue its downward trend
towards the level of 199 in coming trading sessions.

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, ICICI Direct Research
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Energy: Crude oil prices likely to drop further till ₹ 5,800 levels
• MCX Crude oil prices dropped last week on rising concerns over fuel
demand as global economy slows and Covid cases grow in China

Crude Oil vs. Dollar Index

• Chinese government raised export quotas for refined oil products in
the first batch for 2023, signalling expectations of poor domestic
demand
• Further, the head of IMF warned of weakening economic activity in the
US, Europe and China
• Moreover, a survey found the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (Opec) pumped 29 million barrels per day (bpd) last month,
up 120,000 bpd from November

MCX crude oil prices are expected to trade with a negative bias amid
concerns over surging Covid-19 cases in China, which may dent fuel
demand. Further, market fears that massive flow of travellers after China
opened its borders may cause another spike in infections and hurt
economic activity. It is likely to break key support level of 6000 to continue
trading in downward trend towards the level of 5800.
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Crude oil Outlook
Nymex Crude Oil Options OI

Additionally, market participants will remain cautious ahead of the crude
oil and natural gas inventory data from the US to get further cues

Natural gas Outlook
MCX Natural gas prices tumbled last week to the lowest level in nearly a
year. It is expected to continue trading in a downward trend towards the
level of 275.

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, ICICI Direct Research
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Rupee: Likely to appreciate till 81.80
Currency Futures
Futures

Close

% Change

Open Interest

Change in OI

Volume

Change in Vol

USDINR (27th Jan)

82.86

0.59%

3475734

497115

1779917

-1472739

EURINR (27th Jan)

88.63

1.90%

215525

33853

204349

12348

GBPINR (27th Jan)

99.76

-1.18%

140643

-73370

282563

83699

Pivot Levels

• The rupee started the new year on a positive note but remained in a
tight range. US$INR has failed to sustain below 82.50 level on the lower
side and 83.00 on the upper side in the past few weeks. A sharp decline
in crude oil prices and upbeat economic data from the country provided
support to the rupee to regain some of its strength. Also, markets
cheered a decline in crude oil prices as it will lower import bills and even
ease concerns over India’s current account deficit

Source: Bloomberg, Ticker, ICICI Direct Research

US$INR Weekly options build-up (January 6, 2023)

US$NR

Dollar Index

Dollar Index vs. US$INR Chart
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• We expect the rupee to appreciate further till 81.80 amid weakness in
dollar and rise in risk appetite in global markets. Market sentiments
improved as fresh data from the US showed signs of economy slowing
down, reinforcing expectations that Fed could be nearing a pause in rate
hiking cycle. Further, softening of crude oil prices may support the
rupee. Moreover, markets will remain cautious ahead of inflation data
from the US and India that could influence monetary policy
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EURINR: Likely to rise further till 89.10
• The Euro depreciated in the preceding week mainly on the back of
disappointing economic data from the euro area and sharp decline in
German 10-year bond yields. Further, eurozone inflation declined back to
single digit territory last month, cooler than expected inflation print raised
the hopes of less aggressive rate hikes by the ECB

GBPUS$ vs. GBPINR

• The Euro is expected to trade with a positive bias amid weakness in the
dollar and rise in global risk sentiments. Further, expectations of
improved economic data from eurozone may support the single
currency. Meanwhile, softer inflation data may weigh on the Euro as it led
to speculation that central bank may reduce the magnitude of rate hikes
and may even pause it sooner than anticipated. As long as the EURUSD
sustains above 1.0480 level, the pair may rise to 1.0740 levels. We expect
EURINR (January) to continue its upward trend towards 89.10
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EURUSD

EURINR

EURUS$ vs. EURINR

Source: Bloomberg, Ticker, ICICI Direct Research

GBPUSD

GBPINR

• The pound wiped out all its losses after sliding to its five-week lows last
week amid a retreat in the dollar and rise in risk appetite in domestic
markets. Nonetheless recession fears, soaring inflation and cost of living
crisis weighed on pound and prevented it from gaining further strength
• The pound is expected to trade with a positive bias for the week mainly
on the back of weakness in the dollar and optimistic global market
sentiments. Meanwhile, investors will remain cautious ahead of GDP data
from Britain, which is expected to show that economy contracted by
0.3% in November 2022. GBPUSD may rise further till 1.2250 level as
long as it sustains above 1.1900 level. GBPINR (January) is likely to rally
towards 101.00
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Economic Calendar
Date & Time (IS T)

Country

Data & Ev ents

Expected

P rev ious

Impact

Monday, Jan 09, 2023
12:30 PM

EUR

German Industrial Production (MoM) (Nov)

0.20%

-0.10%

Medium

3:30 PM

EUR

Unemployment Rate

6.50%

6.50%

Medium

6:30 PM

US

Fed Chair Powell Speaks

8:30 PM

US

Final Wholesale Inventories m/m

1.00%

1.00%

Medium

US

Crude Oil Inventories

-

1.7M

Medium

7:00 AM

CNY

CPI Y/Y

1.80%

1.60%

High

7:00 AM

CNY

PPI Y/Y

-0.10%

-1.30%

High

5:30 PM

INR

CPI (YoY) (Dec)

-

5.88%

Medium

7:00 PM

USD

CPI (YoY) (Dec)

6.50%

7.10%

High

7:00 PM

USD

Unemployment Claims

215K

204K

Medium

12:30 PM

GBP

Manufacturing Production (MoM) (Nov)

-0.20%

0.70%

Medium

12:30 PM

GBP

GDP m/m

-0.30%

0.50%

High

12:30 PM

GBP

Industrial Production m/m

-0.30%

0.00%

Medium

3:30 PM

EUR

Industrial Production (MoM) (Nov)

0.60%

-2.00%

Medium

8:30 PM

US

Prelim UoM Consumer Sentiment

60.60

59.70

High

Tuesday, Jan 10, 2023

Wednesday, Jan 11, 2023
9:00 PM
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Thursday, Jan 12, 2023

Friday, Jan 13, 2023

Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, ICICI Direct Research
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